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CR Acceleration in Young SNRs
‣ Diffusive Shock Acceleration (1st order Fermi Acceleration) at expanding 
supernova shells is the most-favored explanation for the origin of galactic cosmic 
rays (CRs). 

‣ Significant progress in recent years by keV and TeV observations of young SNRs. 

Synchrotron X-ray variability : B ≈ 0.1 - 1 mG

SNR RXJ1713.7-3946

X-ray (Suzaku) vs TeV (HESS) Uchiyama+2007
Tanaka+2008

Berezhko&Völk 2006

Filament width : B ≈ 0.1 mG

Gamma-ray emission mechanism is under active debate.

Non-linear Acceleration 
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Collisionless Shock in SNRs

Thermal ions 

Thermal electrons

Maxwellian distribution:  kTi

Maxwellian distribution: kTe

Cosmic Rays
Power law distribution:
    total energy 
    max/min energy 
    number index  

kTi  > kTe
in young SNRs

Magnetic Fields

Fermi Acceleration 

Bell hypothesis

CR back pressure 

(e.g. Ellision+)

Calculations from “first principle”:  not available 
                        We need Experiments (Observations)!!

    total energy 
    max/min scale
    index  (e.g. Kolmogolov)

 ?

 ?

 Coulomb + ?

Shock Heating Shock Acceleration
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Indirect Evidence of CR Dominance 
SNR RCW 86 (The remnant of SN AD 185) 

VLT (Hα filaments)

Chandra 
(Synchrotron X-ray)

Helder+2009

Line width gives a post-
shock temperature of
       2.3±0.3 keV

Proper motion predicts a 
post-shock temperature of
       42 - 70 keV

CR pressure seems comparable to thermal pressure
Large amount of shock energy goes to CRs 

Fermi-LAT observations will be able to test this.
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Fermi Study on SNRs
‣ Key issues to be addressed by Fermi LAT: 

• Searching for pion-decay signatures,
•Measuring total CR energy content per SNR, 
•Measuring CR spectrum, 
• Learning how CRs are released into ISM. 
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(Typical) Gamma-ray Spectrum • D = 3 kpc 
• n = 100 cm-3

• Wp = 1049 erg
• We = 1047 erg
• Ep,max = Ee, max = 0.5 TeV
• Particle index = 2.0 (solid)
• Particle index = 2.3 (dashed)  

Interaction with molecular 
cloud enhances Pion-decay/
Bremsstrahlung.

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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Fermi-LAT Study towards SNRs
IC 443:   (A. Rodriguez on behalf of Fermi LAT at 31st ICRC)
• Middle Age,  Mixed Morphology SNR, Distance 1.5 kpc
• Interactions with Molecular Clould
• EGRET, AGILE, MAGIC, VERITUS
• Fermi-LAT (0FGL J0617.4+2234: 3 months data yield  51σ)

W51C:   (Y. Uchiyama on behalf of Fermi LAT at 31st ICRC)
• Middle Age (20000 yr),  Distance 6 kpc
• Interactions with Molecular Cloud
• HESS (No spectrum)
• Fermi-LAT (0FGL J1923.0+1411: 3 months data yield  23σ)

W44:   (T. Tanaka on behalf of Fermi LAT at 31st ICRC)
• Middle Age (20000 yr),  Mixed Morphology SNR, Distance 3 kpc
• Interactions with Molecular Cloud
• EGRET
• Fermi-LAT (0FGL J1855.9+0126: 3 months data yield  39σ)

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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SNR W51C 
‣ ROSAT X-ray (color), VLA (contours)

Star-forming region W51B overlaps with SNR W51C
(W51B is likely interacting with SNR W51C)

• D ~ 6 kpc,  Age ~ 20000 yrs
•Molecular cloud interactions 
• SNR diameter ~ 30 arcmin
... may be extended for LAT at high 
energies

• very large: 90 pc x 70 pc

‣ Very recent HESS detection

Fiasson+2009Supernova exploded in the vicinity of 
star-forming regions (?)  

Koo+2002

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009

SNR W51C
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Fermi View on W51C Region 
Fermi LAT counts map:  very bright (>40σ) gamma-ray source

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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Close-up View on W51C Region 

Color: Fermi LAT counts map (2-8 GeV)
Black contours: ROSAT X-ray map (0.1-2.4 keV)
Green contours: VLA 1.4 GHz 

X-ray:
•Thermal emission by 
shock-heated plasma (kT=0.2 
keV)
•Cental region due to cloud 
evapolation?

Radio:
•Peaks are HII regions  
•Synchrotron radiation of 
SNR W51C is well matched 
with thermal X-ray emission 

X : CXOJ192318.5+140305 (a neutron star?) 

GeV Gamma-ray:
•Origin? 
•Very large luminosity 
(~4×10³⁵ erg/s) using 6 kpc

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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The Fermi Source is “Extended” 
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W51C data

Fermi-LAT PSF

Preliminary

• Mean surface brightness (2-8 GeV) as a function of distance from the SNR center 
vs Fermi-LAT PSF (using the energy spectrum obtained with maximum likelihood 
technique) 

(NOTE) PSF of Fermi LAT depends heavily on energy. 
The PSF shape is obtained by taking account of energy 
distribution. 

R

R

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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SNR W44

in channel 3. But channel 3 is mixed with the eastern H ii region
and other ISM emission outside the remnant. The remnant is
barely noticeable in IRAC channel 4 due to confusion with un-
related emission.

G36.6!0.7.—There is a possible shell of infrared emission
bounding the SNR toward the north, as well as a dark filament in
the north and clumps in the west and southwest. There is no clear
evidence for emission from shock fronts.

3C 396 (G39.2!0.3): Infrared emission is detected from this
remnant in three forms. First, faint, filamentary emission is de-
tected in the western radio shell of this remnant, with IRAC colors
clearly distinct from normal interstellar emission. In Figure 9
(left), the western shell appears green; a cut through the western
shell near! " 19h03m56:s3, " " #05$2504600 yields IRACcolors
(<0.08)/0.2/0.69/1, suggesting emission from shocked, ionized
gas.

Second, there are two very bright infrared filaments, at
! " 19h04m18:s5, " " #05$2003300 and ! " 19h04m17:s0, " "
#05$2700700 (each %3000 long), just inside the eastern radio

shell. The filaments are clearly separated from the recently
detected pulsar wind nebula (Olbert et al. 2003) and are located
within a region of exceptionally high radio polarization. We
suspect that these bright filaments, which are highly unusual,
are part of the SNR, which is the only known structure in the inter-
stellar medium at that location. The color ratios of the filaments
are (<0.05)/0.03/0.4/1, at a location at which the 8 #m surface
brightness is 30 MJy sr!1. These colors are similar to normal
interstellar medium, so the filaments could be photodissociation
regions (e.g., compressed filaments that were shocked long ago,
rather than active shock fronts).

Finally, there is faint, diffuse emission surrounding the entire
radio shell, with some bright, extended regions just outside the
eastern periphery. The ‘‘blowout tail’’ discussed by Patnaik et al.
(1990) from radio data extends eastward from the remnant and
wraps north then back over the top of the remnant. In the in-
frared, the ‘‘tail’’ starts with a bright region at ! " 19h04m26:s0,
" " #05$2705500 that is connected to an intricate set of infrared
filaments that follow the radio structure, with the infrared region

Fig. 8.—Spitzer IRAC color image of W44. The SNR appears ‘‘green’’ in the IRAC colors because channel 2 is relatively much brighter in the SNR shell than in
the surrounding ISM (including both the surrounding molecular cloud and the H ii regions to the east and northeast).

SPITZER SURVEY OF SUPERNOVA REMNANTS 1487No. 3, 2006
12 C!"#$%%$##& $# !%.: Low-frequency observations of SNR W44
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Fig. 4. Image of SNR W44 at 324 MHz. The grayscale is linear ranging from 20 to 60 mJy beam!1. The rms noise level is 5.0 mJy beam!1. The
synthesized beam shown at the bottom left corner is 13"" # 13"" . The black plus sign indicates the position of the PSR B1853+01.

Fig. 7. (a) 324 MHz image of W44 with 25"" resolution showing the location of the brightest filaments. (b) Spectral index map between 324 and
1442 MHz (50"" resolution). (c) Spectral index map between 74 and 324 MHz (50"" resolution). The 0.15 Jy beam!1 contour from the 25"" resolution
324 MHz image is included on each panel to facilitate the comparison between spectral continuum and total power features. Only regions with flux
densities greater than 4! were used to create the spectral index maps in (b) and (c). Both spectral index maps have the same color scale (displayed
to the right).

• Middle-aged (~ 2.0 × 104 yr)
• Mixed-morphology SNR (radio: shell, thermal X-ray: centerly filled)
• Distance: ~ 3kpc
• Spatial extent: ~ 35 arcmin × 26 arcmin

Bright radio source (S1GHz ~ 230 Jy)
Filamentary shell structures

Interactions with a giant molecular cloud
CO (Seta et al. 2004), 
OH maser (1720 MHz: Hoffman et al. 2005), 
IR(shocked H2; Reach et al. 2006 )

Reach+2006Castelletti+2007

VLA 324 MHz
Spitzer 4.5 microns
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SNR W44
Interactions with a giant molecular cloud

Seta+2004

Seta+2004
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Pulsar & PWN in W44

12 C!"#$%%$##& $# !%.: Low-frequency observations of SNR W44
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Fig. 4. Image of SNR W44 at 324 MHz. The grayscale is linear ranging from 20 to 60 mJy beam!1. The rms noise level is 5.0 mJy beam!1. The
synthesized beam shown at the bottom left corner is 13"" # 13"" . The black plus sign indicates the position of the PSR B1853+01.

Fig. 7. (a) 324 MHz image of W44 with 25"" resolution showing the location of the brightest filaments. (b) Spectral index map between 324 and
1442 MHz (50"" resolution). (c) Spectral index map between 74 and 324 MHz (50"" resolution). The 0.15 Jy beam!1 contour from the 25"" resolution
324 MHz image is included on each panel to facilitate the comparison between spectral continuum and total power features. Only regions with flux
densities greater than 4! were used to create the spectral index maps in (b) and (c). Both spectral index maps have the same color scale (displayed
to the right).

Black cross: location of PSR B1853+01

4 C!"#$%%$##& $# !%.: Low-frequency observations of SNR W44

X-rays (Frail et al. 1996; Petre et al. 2002), is clearly detected
(small white cometary feature extending to the north of the pul-
sar position indicated by the plus sign in Fig. 4). An enlargement
of the emission at 324 MHz associated with this PWN is shown
in Fig. 5. Similar to the 1.4 GHz image shown by Frail et al.
(1996), at 324 MHz the pulsar is located at the apex of an elon-
gated structure! 2."5 in extent. The two maxima observed inside
the PWN, where the intensity peaks up to 56 mJy beam#1, were
previously reported by Jones et al. (1993) as discrete sources.
The integrated flux density of the PWN at 324MHz is 0.35±0.12
Jy. Because of the relatively lower sensitivity and angular reso-
lution, combinedwith the typically flat radio spectra of all PWN,
the W44 PWN is not apparent in the 74 MHz image.
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Fig. 5. A close-up image of the pulsar wind nebula around
PSR B1853+01 at 324 MHz. The position of the pulsar is indicated
by the plus sign. The grayscale runs from 34 to 56 mJy beam#1 and the
contour levels are 0.036, 0.042, 0.049, 0.056 mJy beam#1.

4. The radio spectral index behavior

4.1. Integrated radio spectrum

We have used the new estimated total flux densities at 74 and
324 MHz together with data from the literature to determine the
mean spectral index of W44. To construct accurate spectra of
individual SNRs it is necessary that all flux densities be tied to
the same absolute flux density scale. In Table 2 we list all in-
tegrated flux density estimates for W44 between 22 and 10700
MHz. Most of the measurements over the frequency range be-
tween 408 and 10700 MHz were extrapolated to the Baars et
al. (1977) absolute flux scale for consistency. In some cases an
estimate of the correction factor was not available because the
original reference did not list the assumed flux densities of the
primary calibrators. Below 408 MHz (log ! ! 2.6), where the
systematic error of the Baars et al. scale is more than ! 5%,
no scaling was applied. These last values have been nevertheless
used for the spectral fitting since they do not show a large spread.

Fig. 6. Integrated radio continuum spectrum of W44 obtained from the
flux density values listed in Table 2. The filled symbols correspond to
data from the new VLA measurements at 74 and 324 MHz, while the
rest of the values were taken from the literature and, where possible,
brought onto a single flux density scale. The linear fit to all of the flux
density values yields a spectral index "=#0.37 ± 0.02. (S! $ !

") and
is shown by the line. The dashed part of the line indicates the range of
frequencies over which no correction to bring the measured values to
the Baars et al. (1977) scale was available.

In Fig. 6 we show a plot of the spectrum for W44 in which
our new flux density determinations at 74 and 324 MHz are indi-
cated by filled circles. A single power law slope "=#0.37 ± 0.02
(S! $ !

") adequately fits the flux densities measured over four
decades in frequency without any obvious break. This integrated
spectral index is quite flat for a typical shell type SNR, and
agrees well with earlier estimates presented by Kassim (1989a,b,
1992) who derived a spectral index between #0.4< " <#0.3.
This result confirms Kassim (1989a)’s contention that the inte-
grated spectrum of W44 remains a power law to well below 100
MHz. This behavior is in contrast to a number of other SNRs
that exhibit a spectral turnover due to free-free absorption (e.g.
W49B and 3C391, Lacey et al. 2001; Brogan et al. 2005). The
fact that the new 74 MHz integrated flux falls nicely on the
power law confirms that our 74 MHz image is missing little, if
any emission on the largest spatial scales.

4.2. Local variations in the radio spectral index

We aim to discern whether the spectrum is a global property of
this SNR, or if it is locally a!ected by the shock-ISM interaction
and/or the presence of the pulsar in its interior. To investigate
this, we performed a detailed study of the variations in the spec-
trum as a function of frequency and position within the remnant.
For this analysis we have used the new high resolution images
at 74 and 324 MHz together with the reprocessed VLA data at
1442 MHz.

To accurately determine the spectral index distribution based
on interferometric radio images, identical beam size and shape
at the di!erent pairs of frequencies is required. As mentioned

Castelletti+2007

• Associated pulsar: PSR B1853+01(Wolszczan+1991)
• Characteristic age: ~ 2.0 × 104 yr
• PWN: Observed in Radio & X-ray (extends ~ 2 arcmin in radio)
                           (Frail+1996, Harrus+1996, Petre+2002)

VLA 324 MHz
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W44 Region: Fermi-LAT Image
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Preliminary

Fermi-LAT Smoothed Count Map (Front Events; 2–10 GeV)

Contours: VLA 20 cm Contours: Spitzer IRAC 4.5 μm

Black cross: PSR B1853+01 (No evidence of pulsed gamma-rays)
The source corresponds to 0FGL J1855.9+0126 (BSL: Abdo et al. ApJS 2009)
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Spatial Extention (1)
Smoothed Count Map (> 1GeV)

Black Cross: Pulsar (PSR B1853+01) location

Profile along SE-NW
Contributions from the diffuse backgrounds and 

nearby sources are subtracted

Red: Observed Counts
Black:  Expected Profile for a Point Source
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Smoothed Count Map (> 1GeV)

Black Cross: Pulsar (PSR B1853+01) location

Red: Observed Counts
Black:  Expected Profile for a Point Source
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Spatial Extention (2)

Profile along NE-SW
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W44: Fermi-LAT Image
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Preliminary

Fermi-LAT Count Map (Front Events; 2–10 GeV)

Contours: Spitzer IRAC 4.5 μm

Fermi-LAT has started to reveal spatial structures of some bright gamma-ray sources.
We can obtain even better images by applying a kind of maximum likelihood technique.
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EGRET Study on SNRs Esposito+1996

W28 W44

γ-Cygni

IC443

0FGL J0617.4+2234LAT PSR J2021+4026

0FGL J1801.6-2327 0FGL J1855.9+0126

ICRC talk by Tanaka (Fermi LAT)

ICRC talk by Rodriguez (Fermi LAT)EGRET 95% error circles

LAT Bright Source List

Despite its brightness at GeV enegies, the Fermi source in the W51C 
region does not have EGRET counterpart(s).  

Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009
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Summary
•Results of Fermi-LAT observations of 
the W44/W51C regions are presented
•Gamma-rays are spatially “extended”

•Positionally coincident with SNRs
•Gamma-ray luminosity is found to be 
very large (e.g. ~4×10³⁵ erg/s for 
W51C):
•One of the most luminous extended 
gamma-ray sources in the Galaxy

•Spectral analysis will be presented in 
a refereed journal

W51C region (Fermi LAT)Y. Uchiyama, TeVPat 2009

W44 region (Fermi LAT)
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